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Strategic and Scenario Planning: 
How to Create, Implement, and Sustain 
Growth in Today’s VUCA Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Drumm McNaughton, and I’m the CEO of The Change Leader, a management consultancy that provides holistic approaches to solving some of higher ed institutions’ biggest challenges. Our session today focuses on helping institutions improve their strategic planning and governance processes, and ultimately their financial performance, through holistic approaches to planning and risk management   
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TCL’s holistic solutions

2
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and 
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Implementation and 
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Crises Recovery 
and 

Transformation

Higher Ed 
Executive 

Coaching / 
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Marketing 
and 

Branding
Distance 
Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American Quality Foundation, in conjunction with Ernst and Young, published a study in which they looked at 945 management practices over 580 organizations in the US, Japan, and Canada, and the best practices metrics that they used were market performance, operations (productivity), and financial performance.  What they found was there were only three universally beneficial practices that had a significant impact on the metrics regardless of starting position (state of the company)Strategic planning with good implementation practicesBusiness process improvement IF they are focused on customerContinuous broadening of breadth and depth of leadership and management practicesToday we’re going to focus on the first and last ones, and as we discovered in the current pandemic, one of the critical parts of good planning and implementation is risk planning.  
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The Change Leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing I’ve learned in y 20+ years of consulting is that crises don’t make problems, they MAGNIFY existing problems.  And COVID has done that.It’s hitting both public and private institutions. Nearly all public and private institutions are grappling with consolidations and financial strain, declining revenues, and uncertain futures. Even in New York, which has set up a free-college program for public institutions, administrators fret over a projected drop-off of tens of thousands of students in the years to come.Tuition hikes, discount rates are increasing, At last year’s Council of Independent Colleges’ annual conference for presidents, the worry and weariness was palpable. Attendees packed rooms with discussions on college finance, mergers, and the declining trad student out of high school. And that was BEFORE the COVID shutdown happened.
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• Overview of planning process
• Understanding disruptions
• Categorizing risks
• Tools for forecasting risks
• Determining your risk appetite
• Planning your steps forward / scenario planning

Admin note:
• Lot to new information to cover, but…
• Feel free to ask questions as we go along – it is too important 

not to understand
• Email me to get the full deck after the presentation

Overview of today’s discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a lot of information out there from multiple sources, but today’s presentation draws heavily on the National Association of Corporate Directors. If you were at my presentation on Wednesday, you would have heard me talk about how university governance practices are becoming more and more aligned with corporate governance. NACD publishes what it calls its “Blue Ribbon Commission” documents each year and very recently they did one on risk management.Today’s risk environment is ever changing, highly interdependent, and often ambiguousVolatility caused by economic and political uncertaintyExponential technology change, disrupting traditional business modelsLimitless cybersecurity threatsProliferation of regulatory requirementsHealth challenges with COVID and accompanying regulations / CDC guidelinesRisk management requires eight things:Clarifying rolesUnderstanding your institution's risk profileDefining your institution's "risk appetite"Integrating strategy and risk discussionsEnsuring transparent and dynamic risk reportingReinforcing clear accountability for riskVerifying that mitigation reduces risk exposureAssessing risk cultureRisk oversight for higher ed boards depends largely on two things:Evaluating how well management anticipates and responds to risksHelp management navigate an increasingly VUCA world
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Does your institution have a strategic plan?

Poll
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Did you do risk / scenario planning 
as part of the planning process 

BEFORE 
you approved it?

Poll
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Five strategic questions
A. Where do we want to go? 
B. How will we know when we get there? 
C. Where are we now? 
D. How do we get there? 
E. What will / may change in our environment in the 

future?

Holistic approach to planning
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9. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
(AND ENTERPRISE-WIDE CHANGE)

10. ANNUAL STRATEGIC REVIEW
(AND UPDATE) 

8. PLAN TO
IMPLEMENT

C INPUT A OUTCOMES

“STRATEGIC CHANGE MANAGEMENT”

D PROCESSES

B. FEEDBACK

2.  IDEAL
FUTURE VISION

STATECURRENT

• VISION
•MISSION
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•POSITIONING
•RALLY CRY

• ALIGNMENT OF DELIVERY
• ATTUNEMENT OF PEOPLE
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Plans are nothing.
Planning is everything.

—Dwight D. Eisenhower

Planning vs. strategic management
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Risk and Scenario Planning
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• What is disruption
• Enterprise risk management
• What is risk oversight
• Categorizing risks

• Governmental
• Societal
• Technology
• Hazards and accidents

Higher ed faces “disruption”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions: Does your management team actively engage in risk planning as part of your developing your strategic and business plans? Do your boards actively engage in evaluating and overseeing risk? Before / after COVID?We live in a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguity) world, where there is significant disruption. “Disruption” is something that shocks an institution’s strategic, financial, and operational assumptions—and thus expected performance—in a material way. Disruptions can generate positive or negative impacts. Lasting / new normal or temporary. Examples: Positive and negativeThree things to consider: Speed, impact, likelihood. Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is the systemic way by which institutions deal with risk. There are two parts to this: What the executive team does, and what the board does. Risk and scenario planning is what the executive team do to determine and manage risks. Risk oversight is the process by which a board evaluates whether institutional executives are effectively managing the organization’s risks, and develops “scenarios” upon which they base strategic plansUnpack this statementBoard evaluates / institutional executives manage risksUnfortunately, about 95% of higher ed institutions and their boards do not do this because don't know how to or don’t have / make the time. Risk management is typically done by the CFO and MAYBE by the Audit committee around finances, but rarely do boards get into this. Blue Bell Ice Cream / Boeing
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• Instability of foreign economies and/or governments
• COVID impact on overseas exchange programs
• 9/11 and overseas exchange programs

• Protectionist programs
• Trump administration and visas 

• Radical regulatory change
• Title IX changes

• Corruption and illegal discrimination
• Black Lives Matter

• Geopolitical conflict
• Branch campuses and/or overseas exchange programs

Categorizing risk: Governmental
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• Major demand and/or demographical shifts
• Enrollment cliff

• Popular and employee discontent
• Black Lives Matter
• Students’ videos going viral on social media

• Acts of terrorism
• US Capitol  
• UC Berkeley and pro-right / antifa riots in 2019?

• Workforce issues such as lack of skilled workers
• Lack of professors to teach AI
• Impacts of foreign worker visa programs

Categorizing risk: Societal
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• New technology-driven business models
• Online education, AI

• Technology implementation problems
• Failed rollout of ERP / CRM system

• Cyber attacks
• Rutgers / University of Utah ransomware

• False information
• LAUSD rollout of new pay system
• Students’ videos going viral
• Trump “winning” reelection and social media

Categorizing risk: Technology
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• Natural disasters
• Tulane and Hurricane Katrina
• TMUS and CA wildfires

• Gradual environmental depletion / climate change
• NYU and rising seas

• Public health crises
• COVID

• Man-made disasters
• Football (soccer) crushing fans
• Automobile crashes because student drinking

Categorizing risk: Hazards / Accidents
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• Personnel (C-suite and key players)
• Reputational
• Finance
• Enrollment 
• Future environment and emerging trends

• Socio-demographic
• Kompetition
• Environmental/economic
• Political
• Technology
• Industry
• Customers / Suppliers

Areas of potential impact
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Example: Societal volatility
Source of 
Concern

Dimensions or 
Features

Why a Concern 
Now

Institution 
Risk Aspects

Major shifts in 
enrollment 
patterns, 
enrollment cliff

Birth rates, 
needs for 
graduate 
education

Many programs 
that had been 
forecast to be 
profitable are 
not

Decline in 
enrollment 
means decline 
in tuition, R&B, 
facilities fees

Popular and 
employee/ 
faculty 
discontent

Populist voting 
patterns in 
elections, cancel 
culture / free 
speech issues, 
Black Lives 
Matter, insiders 
divulging 
“trade secrets” 

Reputational 
issues, public 
funding of 
education, 
ability to attract 
top professors 
and students

All resulting in 
decrease of 
revenues, 
possible 
fragmentation 
of institutional 
culture, 
litigation, 
reputational 
damage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Velocity of risk Cost to mitigateUpdate every quarter
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Risk management prioritization

Shared 
Knowledge Blind Spot

Undisclosed 
Knowledge

Unknown to 
both

Known to 
Exec Mgmt

Not Known to 
Exec Mgmt

Known to 
Board and 
Exec Mgmt

Not Known to 
Board and 
Exec Mgmt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional enterprise risk management process: challenges and lessons learnedOne of the challenges with risk planning is that administration doesn’t know everything that’s going on in their institution. Modified Johari window for risk managementWho has the answers to the areas where there are blind spots?Part of the process of ERM planningDonald Rumsfeld: “As board members, there is and always will be much we do not know about the operational aspects of the institutions we serve. At the same time, there will be much that is known to us, and also to the executive team, that may not be known by the operations team and middle management. In some cases, that information may not be disclosed beyond the board and executive team out of necessity for confidentiality reasons. Our objective was for each of us to share all the information that we could with the others, such that the area of shared knowledge expanded, and our respective blind spots would shrink.”Key reason for involving mid-level and front-line people in risk planning – are more in touch with what’s going on at the front lines than executive management
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Creating a risk (heat) map

High 
Impact

Low 
Likelihood

Critical

Low Impact 
Low 

Likelihood

Low Impact 
High 

Likelihood

Impact

Likelihood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Velocity of risk Cost to mitigateUpdate every quarterA risk (heat) map offers a visualized, comprehensive view of the likelihood and impact of an organization's risks. This helps the organization improve risk management and risk governance by prioritizing risk management efforts. This risk prioritization enables them to focus time and money on the most potentially damaging risks identified in a heat map chart.�A risk map also facilitates interdepartmental dialogues about an organization's inherent risks and promotes communication about risks throughout the organization. It helps organizations visualize risks in relation to each other, and it guides the development of a control assessment of how to deal with the risks and the consequence of those risks.The map can help the company visualize how risks in one part of the organization can affect operations of another business unit within the organization.A risk map also adds precision to an organization's risk assessment strategy and identifies gaps in an organization's risk management processes.Identification of inherent risks is the first step in creating a risk map. Risks can be broadly categorized into strategic risk, compliance risk, operational risk, financial risk and reputational risk, but organizations should aim to chart their own lists by taking into consideration specific factors that might affect them financially. Once the risks have been identified, it is necessary to understand what kind of internal or external events are driving the risks.The next step in risk mapping is evaluating the risks: estimating the frequency, the potential impact and possible control processes to offset the risks. The risks should then be prioritized. The most impactful risks can be managed by applying control processes to help lessen their potential occurrence.As threats evolve and vulnerabilities change, a risk map must be re-evaluated periodically. Organizations also must review their risk maps regularly to ensure key risks are being managed effectively.
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Benefits of using a risk (heat) map

Impact

Likelihood

5 10 15 20 25

4 8 12 16 20

3 6 9 12 15

2 4 3 8 10

1 2 3 4 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A risk heat map is a tool used to present the results of a risk assessment process visually and in a meaningful and concise way.Whether conducted as part of a broad-based enterprise risk management process or more narrowly focused internal control process, risk assessment is a critical step in risk management. It involves evaluating the likelihood and potential impact of identified risks.Heat maps are a way of representing the resulting qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the probability of risk occurrence and the impact on the organisation in the event that a particular risk is experienced.The development of an effective heat map has several critical elements – a common understanding of the risk appetite of the company, the level of impact that would be material to the company, and a common language for assigning probabilities and potential impacts.The 5x5 heat map diagram provides an illustration of how organizations can map probability ranges to common qualitative characterizations of risk event likelihood, and a ranking scheme for potential impacts. They can also rank impacts on the basis of what is material in financial terms, or in relation to the achievement of strategic objectives. In this example, risks are prioritized using a simple multiplication formula.Organizations generally map risks on a heat map using a ‘residual risk’ basis that considers the extent to which risks are mitigated or reduced by internal controls or other risk response strategies.
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Heat maps:
• Provide a visual, big picture, holistic view to share while 

making strategic decisions
• Help improve ERM processes
• Increase the focus on the risk appetite and risk tolerance of 

the institution
• Quantify the risk assessment process
• Identify gaps in the risk management and control process
• Allow for greater adoption of ERM across the institution and 

embed ERM in operations.

Benefits of using a heat map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Velocity of risk Cost to mitigateUpdate every quarter
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Do:
• Conduct stakeholder risk self-

assessment workshops to take 
advantage of their insights

• Create a ‘straw-man’ starting point
• Ensure you have consensus on risk 

tolerances
• Clarify terms used to establish 

probability estimates
• Establish participants’ 

understanding of the effectiveness 
of controls and other risk responses 
used in the institution

Do not:
• Rely on surveys to capture initial 

thoughts about risks
• Get stuck in root cause analysis
• Forget to quantify risks in terms of 

potential financial impact on the 
organization in terms of revenues

• Forget to consider the state of 
controls and other risk 
management practices in place in 
the institution

Creating your heat map
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Clarifying 
Roles

Understand 
Institutional 
Risk Profile

Define Risk 
Appetite

Integrating 
Strategy and 

Risk 
Conversation

Ensuring 
Transparency 

in Risk 
Reporting

Clear 
Accountability 

for Risk

Verifying 
Mitigation 

Efforts

Assessing Risk 
Culture

Risk oversight 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk oversight requires eight things:Clarifying roles, responsibilities, and accountabilityBoard vs. administrationUnderstanding your institution's risk profileWhat are the assets the university must protect at any costWhat are the value driversWhat negative events might harm our core assetsDefining your institution's "risk appetite“Is there a formal risk profile? What is the max level of risk can / will take? What areas? Long- / short-term?What is our risk appetite? Bet the farm or no risk at all?Integrating strategy and risk discussionsWhen planning is done, is risk incorporated in the same discussion?How does board determine if a strategy is too risky or risk adverse?What committee(s) are involved with risk managementWhat about emerging risks? How are they dealt with?Ensuring transparent and dynamic risk reportingIs management transparent re: risks and disagreements about strategies?Reinforcing clear accountability for riskIs accountability formally assigned? Are accountabilities diffused?Verifying that mitigation reduces risk exposureDifferentiate between risks that can be mitigated and not?Where is internal audit with thisAssessing risk cultureWhat is the culture – does it push risk-taking? Does the board hear about disagreements on strategies?
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Board / Committee
• Understand the organization's risk 

profile, specifically risks inherent in the 
institutional strategy and business 
model

• Define the institution's risk appetite and 
adjust when needed

• Ensure management has a program to 
identify, assess, mitigate, and 
communicate risk

• Provide oversight through each of the 
board committees

• Ensure the risk management program is 
functioning properly and monitor 
progress against the mitigation of risk

Management
• Ascertain likelihood, significance, and 

volatility of risks across the institution
• Identify and disclose key risks to the 

board
• Build and sustain a risk management 

program that is effectively embedded 
into the institution's operations

• Mitigate risks and manage risk events
• Ensure incentives are appropriately 

designed to allow employees to take the 
right kind of risks while avoiding 
undue risks

Risk oversight: Clarifying roles 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key questionsIs there a common understanding among management, the board, and board committees about their respective roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities on risk management?Our risk oversight activities clearly differentiated between the full board and committees, and within the committees themselves?Does the board have the appropriate committee structure for its oversight obligation and risk?Is there a protocol that defines these situations?What is the threshold for risk-related reporting to the board?Red flagsThere is no mention of risk in the board's governance guidelines, committee charters, or management job descriptionsThere is no discussion of what risks management should report to the board or board committees, or of how and whenManagement hasn't adopted a formal risk program or structure to address institutional risksRisk reporting is highly fragmented across committees, preventing the full board from obtaining a single view of risk
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Key questions
• What are the strategic assets that the institution must protect 

at any cost?
• Is the risk profile clearly aligned with the institution's key 

value drivers and strategy?
• What negative events could occur that would harm our core 

assets?
• Have we sufficiently considered risks that we could be 

indirectly exposed to, e.g., enrollment, COVID, international 
student recruiting, etc.

• How does management measure the likelihood, severity, and 
velocity of individual risks?

• How/do we compare to our peers in ERM?

Risk oversight: Your risk profile 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a director, chances are you spent some time familiarizing yourself with the risk exposures the institution could face both now and in the foreseeable future. If this is true, you've already on the right path.To excel in your oversight role, you need a comprehensive understanding of the organization's risk profile to identify and address every major risk within its purview.Red flagsThe risk profile is undocumented or has not been recently updatedThe criteria for defining the likelihood and impact of risks is ambiguousThe risk profile lists but does not prioritize institutional-level risksThe risk profile does not account for future or long-term risksThe risk profile does not sufficiently account for outside influences, e.g. higher Ed industry, market, or economic factorsinstitution's risk profile is the composite (and analysis) of the most important risks the institution faces – risks that impact strategy and reputation
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Define your institution's "risk appetite“ 
• Define the maximum level of risk the institution can securely take 

on in each area of risk
• Build a risk scorecard to ensure you do not exceed your risk 

appetite
• Annually (at a minimum) review your institution's risk profile
• Work with your CFO and/or internal audit annually to establish 

and/or reaffirm the institution's risk profile
• Approve audit and risk mitigation plans against critical risks
• Prioritize / perform in-depth reviews of the institution's top risks
• Assess how the identified risks affect institutional corporate drivers 

and business objectives
• Ensure the risk profile anticipates both short-and long-term risks
• Focus on critical enterprise risks rather than risks that arise during 

normal course of business operations

Risk oversight: Your risk appetite 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does your institution and board have a process to determine the institution's risk tolerance, specifically the determine strategies?Key questionsGiven our risk profile in our strategy, what risk appetite should we have? Have we clearly cascaded our risk appetite into operational-level decision-making processes?How can this discussion become part of the board's regular routine?What signal is the investment community sending about our willingness to take risks?Do the board and committees discuss risk appetite with management?Are we too cautious? How so?Are we too reckless? How so?Are the risks we are willing to take commensurate with the rewards we seek?Red flagsThe institution does not factor in risk appetite when making key decisionsThe risk appetite has not changed for quite some time and is not adapted to changing environment and business needsMembers of management seem to be unfamiliar with the risk appetite, hindering their ability to make informed decisionsRisk appetite is not built into key performance indicators
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Key questions
• How does your board evaluate whether a strategy is too 

risky or to risk adverse? How frequently do conduct this 
assessment? Or do you at all?

• Has the board in the appropriate board committees reviewed 
the incentive structure with strategy and risks in mind?

• Is there a consensus among directors about the risks related 
to the institution's future risk strategy?

Risk oversight: Integrating strategy & risk

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes boards and management teams make the costly mistake of separating risk reporting from the strategy process. This should be avoided.The board should ensure that discussions on risk are combined with any talks on strategy and performance.During this critical phase of planning, the board should also expect that any discussion of the next year's business objectives will focus primarily on the drivers for growth and value creation, and the major risks that impact those driversRed flags:Strategy conversations with management lack a rigorous examination of the validity of underlying assumptions and failed to consider different risk scenariosOnly the audit committee, and not the full board, reviews risksThe projected impact of the institution's risk profile on strategy and business objectives is not measured either quantitatively or qualitativelyDiscussions about strategy, risk, and performance are held as separate events, without cross reference among the three
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To ensure transparent and dynamic risk reporting:
• Include all the information the board needs to assess the 

institution's risk exposure
• Be dynamic, taking into consideration the velocity by which 

existing risks or new risks emerge

To ensure accuracy, all risk reporting from management 
should be fully transparent and should disclose concerns 

about the potential negative impacts of risks when identified

Risk oversight: Risk reporting 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk reporting should:include all the information the board needs to assess the institution's risk exposureBe dynamic, taking into consideration the velocity by which existing risks or new risks emergeTo ensure accuracy, all risk reporting from management should be fully transparent and should disclose concerns about the potential negative impacts of risks when identified
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Five keys to good risk reporting:
• Subjectivity and variability. Ask management to clearly define 

what a high risk and low risk are, and what is the difference 
between them

• Ensure two-way information flow. The board must get the 
information that they need from management

• Ensure the time horizons use to assess the likelihood of risks 
are consistent with the time horizons of the business objectives

• Ensure risk reporting is consistent to allow the board to assess 
changes in risk exposure and keep track of risk management 
effectiveness

• Understand the velocity and duration of risks. As the current 
environment has shown, risk velocity – or how quickly a risks 
result will manifest if it comes to pass – is an important factor in 
risk rating

Risk oversight: Risk reporting 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key questions to ask:Does the board receive risk material that adequately distills risk information into prioritized, actionable summaries?What types of risk events trigger immediate reporting to the board?Are there key risk indicators that offer early warnings into increased exposure?What is the threshold reporting level of sudden changes to the institution's risk profile?Are there clear definitions about the likelihood and impact of risks? Are they both quantitative and qualitative?If/when financials show losses, how/do these compare to previously identified risks?Are losses (if any) consistent in magnitude and frequency with what one could expect given the risk profile presented to the board?Does intelligence about emerging risks effectively escalate from the front lines to the C suite?Do risk reports cover all types of risk exposures, i.e., strategic, operational, compliance, and IT?Red flags:The board does not have enough time to review the institutions mandated disclosures about risksStatic risk heat maps are used, but they do not clarify how exposure to specific risks has changed year-over-yearRankings are delivered annually, but no action is takenRisk calculations/ratings are based on last year's risk events, business developments, or financial performance, which may lead management and the board to undervalue new trends
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Ensuring accountability
• Ensure that management has built a robust internal governance 

model that clearly defines authority and responsibility for 
specific risks across the business and its support functions.

• Ensure formal accountability is assigned at the executive level 
and that funding can be properly allocated when drilling down 
on specific risks and their mitigation.

Three lines of defense:
• Executive management being held accountable
• Risk, control, and compliance functions that support the 

institution
• Internal audit functions that provide independent assurance on 

the effectiveness of risk management?

Risk oversight: Clear accountability

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The management of risk in today's often-extended enterprise is complex, with executive teams typically feeling the need to transfer ownership of risks to risk, compliance, and security functions inside the organization, or to outsource them to external advisors.Experienced boards know that management must have primary accountability for risk management, with specialist functions in a supporting roleDiffused accountability is a major problemQuestions to considerIs accountability for top risks formally assigned to members of the senior executive team? How is this accountability cascaded through the organization?Does accountability for risks come with budgetary authority to devote sufficient resources to risk mitigation and implement necessary controls?Does the board have a clear understanding of where strategy and risk oversight are delegated and what processes are used within management and among business units?Which individuals are accountable for monitoring indicators related to the institutions key risks? Where do they sit in the organization in terms of seniority?Do we take into account managers’ ability to anticipate and manage risk? Is accountability/performance around risk effectively embedded in the incentive structures at all levels of the organization?How far down the reporting chain does accountability for risk management excellence go?Red flagsTop enterprise risks lack specific owners for both risk monitoring and risk mitigationNo one in the organization is held directly accountable for controllable risk failuresRisk management effectiveness goals and ownership for the specific risks are missing in senior management performance expectations and evaluationsAccumulation of specialist risk functions and staff in administration may lead college/school/Dean's to ignore their ownership of risks
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Verifying that mitigation reduces risk exposure
• The success or failure of risk mitigation is often 

underreported. This leaves boards with a limited 
understanding of what the risks are effectively minimized 
over time

Risk oversight: Mitigating risk exposure

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After boards and management teams have determine what the top risks are, management will start to mitigate these risks by strengthening existing controls or introducing new controls.For example, management may change existing policies, change incentives, roll out new employee training, or hire specialist to better mitigate these risks.Boards should periodically verify with management whether these mitigation efforts are effective in reducing risk exposure.Questions to considerDoes the organization clearly differentiate between risks that can and cannot be mitigated?Are the mitigation plans realistic?Does the board understand that mitigation does not mean elimination? Does management have a good understanding of when a risk is effectively mitigated?Is internal audit satisfied with management's commitment and discipline in mitigating risks?Does management regularly communicate about the success and failure of risk mitigation?Were there any surprise risks over the past 12 months that should have been mitigated?Are there mitigation success metrics for top institutional risks, and where they reported to the board?Do metrics include key indicators such as reduced control breakdowns or changes in employee behavior over time?Red flagsRisk mitigation is delayed or watered down due to funding constraints or competing prioritiesManagement has not defined how its operations will effectively mitigate risk or what a well controlled risk should look likeThere is an increase in the number of risk surprises, including one near misses and incidents despite risk mitigation measures
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Set a positive risk culture
• Encourage the right behaviors by designing appropriate 

compensation plans and targets
• Assess what the real culture is: look at relevant indicators, 

review employee surveys, and conduct site visits. Our 
employees comfortable speaking up about problems?

• Select and evaluate senior leaders based on a commitment 
and proven track record on building and maintaining a 
strong culture.

• Set the right example in your boardroom culture by 
allowing concerns and dissent to surface, and by making it 
"safe" for management to express uncertainty or doubt.

Risk oversight: Assessing risk culture 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Culture is how work gets done when no one is looking. It's the pulse of the organizationAs a board member, you should maintain a heightened sense of the organization's risk culture, paying close attention to whether both management and rank-and-file employees demonstrate consistent norms and behaviors in both taking and reducing risks.Boards should frequently assess whether there institutions are well positioned to their people to take the right risks while avoiding undue risks.Oliver Wyman: risk culture is "the behavioral norms of an institution's personnel with regard to the risks presented by strategy execution and business operations. “A weak risk culture shows "a high degree of fragmentation with respect to the expected behaviors in a low level of accountability for decisions and actions."A strong risk culture shows "a unified approach to risk and a high degree of accountability for it.”Strong cultures fuel engagement, inspire innovation, and deter fraud and abuseQuestions to considerAre we confident that senior management generally agrees on strategy and its risk? If not, is the board learning about disagreements, i.e., has management been forthcoming about any differences among senior leadership regarding material strategic recommendations and decisions?Do we have a culture in which staff at all levels know what risks to take and what risks to avoid?How does the compensation structure and performance goals we have said for the executive team prevent excessive risk-taking behaviors at multiple levels of the institution?How willing our employees to speak up about problems that can cause significant risks to the organization?What information does the board receive about the tone of the middle levels in the front lines of the organization? Is there enough trust established between the board and the executive team, and the executive team and team and middle management, to have candid discussions about risks?Red flagsThere is a sense that senior managers "fear" the CEO or that the company will retaliate against the messenger of bad newsThere is a disconnect between what the company reports on risk and how people really behave to achieve business objectivesConsistently poor employee engagement data, often in specific pockets of the organization, is drawn from surveys or exit interviewsA strong tone at the top has not spread to the middle management and operational levels of the institutionSenior management tolerates misbehavior from top performers and does not consistently penalize offenders of the code of conductIncentive plans reward behaviors that defy the companies stated values and create the potential for excessive risk-taking
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Developing Scenarios
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War gaming
Used to be 10% above and below norm.
Now using heat maps to develop knowns and unknowns
Create potential scenarios

Developing scenarios

Scenario 
#1

Scenario 
#2

Scenario 
#3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same as wargamingKnowns and unknowns
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1 Year Business Plan
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9. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
(AND ENTERPRISE-WIDE CHANGE)

10. ANNUAL STRATEGIC REVIEW
(AND UPDATE) 

8. PLAN TO
IMPLEMENT

C INPUT A OUTCOMES

“STRATEGIC CHANGE MANAGEMENT”

D PROCESSES

B. FEEDBACK

2.  IDEAL
FUTURE VISION

STATECURRENT

• VISION
•MISSION
•CORE VALUES
•POSITIONING
•RALLY CRY

• ALIGNMENT OF DELIVERY
• ATTUNEMENT OF PEOPLE

3. KEY SUCCESS
MEASURES

4. CURRENT STATE
ASSESSMENT

5. STATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

6. THREE-YEAR
BUSINESS PLANS

7. ANNUAL PLANS/
STRATEGIC BUDGETS

STAKEHOLDER 
ATTUNEMENT 

PROCESS
@ EACH STEP

TCL’s holistic management system

Brand
Promise

FUTURE
ENV. SCAN
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Putting it All Together
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9. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
(AND ENTERPRISE-WIDE CHANGE)

CUSTOMER
VALUE

10. ANNUAL STRATEGIC REVIEW
(AND UPDATE) 

8. PLAN TO
IMPLEMENT

C INPUT A OUTCOMES

FUTURE STATE
“STRATEGIC CHANGE MANAGEMENT”

D PROCESSES

B. FEEDBACK

2.  IDEAL
FUTURE VISION

STATECURRENT

FUTURE
ENV. SCAN

• VISION
•MISSION
•CORE VALUES
•POSITIONING
•RALLY CRY

• ALIGNMENT OF DELIVERY
• ATTUNEMENT OF PEOPLE

3. KEY SUCCESS
MEASURES

4. CURRENT STATE
ASSESSMENT

5. STATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

6. THREE-YEAR
BUSINESS PLANS

7. ANNUAL PLANS/
STRATEGIC BUDGETS

STAKEHOLDER 
ATTUNEMENT 

PROCESS
@ EACH STEP

TCL’s holistic management system
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Benefits of using a risk (heat) map

High 
Impact

Low 
Likelihood

Critical

Low Impact 
Low 

Likelihood

Low Impact 
High 

Likelihood

Impact

Likelihood
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Benefits of using a risk (heat) map

Impact

Likelihood

5 10 15 20 25

4 8 12 16 20

3 6 9 12 15

2 4 3 8 10

1 2 3 4 5
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Clarifying 
Roles

Understand 
Institutional 
Risk Profile

Define Risk 
Appetite

Integrating 
Strategy and 

Risk 
Conversation

Ensuring 
Transparency 

in Risk 
Reporting

Clear 
Accountability 

for Risk

Verifying 
Mitigation 

Efforts

Assessing Risk 
Culture

Risk oversight 

Source: National Association of Corporate Directors
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• How much risk are we willing to accept?
• What constitutes a material risk to our institution?
• What is the range of acceptable variance from our key 

performance and operating metrics?
• How will we define our terms to evaluate the likelihood of 

risk events and the impact that they might have on our 
institution, so that we can map our potential risk events to 
our heat map?

Questions to consider
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Questions?
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Thank you for your attention

Drumm McNaughton, PhD
The Change Leader, Inc. 

(505) 369-1159 (O)
(760) 740-0200 (M)

drumm@thechangeleader.com
http://changinghighered.com 
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